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ANOTHER YEAR GONE BY

T

HE 2012 campaign season is all but
over and the kit is cleaned and stored
away. Another campaign season however, is
on the horizon and it will soon be time to
bring out the kit for repair and maintenance.
This particular year has seen a few
changes, such as our two Field Training
Days. The first one was held at Old Fort
York in March, and the second one at the
Prince of Wales Own Regiment Armouries
in Kingston a month later. Both of these
training days were successful and were in
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addition to the Wednesday night drills in
Toronto.
Our first event of the year was of course,
Black Creek which saw the return of
“Priapus”, the Yorker 3-pounder field
gun on a brand new carriage. This was
also the first Yorker event for a few new
recruits. Will Woods, Andre Vanahel, and
Brian Hutchison all Grenadiers, Keith
Eckensviller in Duncan’s, and Allan Gow
in the Lights. One of the “Auld Enemy”,
the 2nd New York Regiment, commanded
by Frank Balduzzi, paid us a visit at Black
Creek after a decade or more of absence. I
mean this in a nice competitive way, “ It’s
nice to fire at a real rebel”.
July was a non-RevWar month with
all of our efforts going to support the bicentennial events of the War of 1812. The
big spectacular event of the month was The
Flight of the Royal George, organized by
Serjeant Dave Smith.
The “All Up U.S. Event” for the Yorkers
was The Battle of Oriskany which was held
at the Gelston Castle Estate. Although
there was some controversy surrounding
the staging of this event, the main Saturday

11 I nstructions for Light Infantry
12 N ew Years in Quebec City
14 L inks

C O M I N G

E V E N T S

wed, jan 16
Ft York Armouries Drill
wed, feb 20
Ft York Armouries Drill
wed, mar 20
Ft York Armouries Drill
sat, mar 23
Annual Yorker Dinner, Kingston
wed, apr 17
Ft York Armouries Drill
may 18-19
Lansing Manor, N Y
june 15-16
Black Creek
aug 10-11
Fort Niagara, N Y
aug 31-sept 1
Newtown, NY
sept 21-22
Loyalist Heritage Weekend
sept 21
Thornhill Parade
oct 12-13
Schoharie, NY
(2nd Battalion)
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morning battle was a sight and sound spectacle. Unfortunately, the extremely hot
weather created problems for a number of
the re-enactors, including myself. I believe
lessons were learned about how to deal
with extreme heat. I know I learned a lesson. A good number of people from both
sides went home on Sunday morning due
to a severe storm warning and missed what
was perhaps the best battle of the weekend,
with a good bit of fire and movement and
with the outcome undecided until the last
moment.
Old Fort Niagara was a small quiet event
with a few Yorkers attending.
A small contingent of Yorkers made the
trip to Charlestown, New Hampshire for
the event at Fort #4. Keith Lindsay, Shaun
Wallace, Phil Rock from Duncan’s, along
with Scott Turrall, Nick Wesson, Deb
Turrall, and young Thomas Turrall of the
Grenadiers represented the regiment in
support of the King’s Rangers at this small,
but well run event. The Yorker contingent
was given a warm welcome and their attendance was appreciated by Horst Dressler
and Neil Sorensen.
The Thornhill Parade was reasonably well attended by Yorkers, along with
the Queen’s Rangers and the dollars
earned were welcomed by the regimental
accountant.
Queenston Heights was of course the
big 1812 event of the year. Although not a
Yorker event, many a Yorker could be seen
in a redcoat and also in mufti.
The Colonel
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2013

CA M PA I G N S E A S O N
Begins to Take Shape

•
A

S YOU can see from the Coming
Events list, the 2013 Campaign
Season is already taking shape. Although
the schedule is always tentative at this early
stage, it is worthwhile to provide some
details so that you can begin to make your
plans.
The first activity of the season is the
Yorker Party. The Colonel has contacted Paul Fortier at the Renaissance in
Kingston and booked this beautiful facility for Saturday, March 23. For those who
attended the dinner in 2011, you will
remember the grandeur of the location and
the service we received. They have provided
us with a price of $35.00 a head. More
details about the party will be provided in
the new year.
In early May we hope to have a Yorker
Field Day at a site that is central for
everyone. The date and the site has not
been confirmed yet, but some good alternatives are being investigated. Hopefully, the
weather will cooperate.
Our friends in The Valley are anxious
to do battle at Lansing Manor again
next year on the weekend of May 18-19.
The Yorkers plan to attend and it has also
been identified as a Northern Brigade
event.
Our annual outing at Black Creek is
on the schedule again this year for the June
15-16 weekend. The Yorker gun crew is
planning a trip to Monmouth, NJ on that
weekend to begin the process of getting certified by the British Brigade.
Work is underway to find a site and a
suitable date for a Yorker School during the month of July.
Fort Niagara is on the schedule again
this year for the weekend of August 10-11.

The King’s Regt (8th) has encouraged us to
step up our attendance at the “Soldiers of
the Revolution” event in 2013.
The Newtown Battlefield has
become one of our favourite sites. It will
take place on the weekend of August 31 &
September 1. It is also being promoted as a
Northern Brigade event.
Sjt Dave Smith has organized a number of very successful events over the years,
and he is already busily pulling together
a Loyalist Heritage Weekend
for September 21-22. This event will
make use of the various parks along the
Loyalist Parkway, including the Bath
Museum, Fairfield-Gutzeit House and
Adolphustown Park.
Our annual fund raiser, the Thornhill
Parade, is set for Saturday, September 21.
Old Stone Fort Days at Schoharie,
NY is always a Yorker favourite. This year
the 2nd Battalion Yorkers are planning to
attend. As always, this event falls on the
Thanksgiving weekend, October 12-13.
Every year we try to schedule at least
one big event, which usually involves
a longer drive. This year there are two
events that fall in this category. Mount
Harmon Plantation (Maryland)
on the weekend of September 14-15 and
Gloucester Point (Virginia) on the
weekend of October 26-27. The plan is to
select one of these for Yorker attendance,
but a decision won’t be made until after the
British Brigade / Continental Line Annual
Meeting in January.
So this is the preliminary plan. At least
this gives you some idea of what is in the
works at this early stage.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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S E R J E A N T

M A J O R ’ S

C O R N E R

Keeping Rust Off the Well-Oiled Green Machine

I

TH INK there is a general feeling
that our level of training has slipped.
Understandably, poor drill is an issue for
new recruits, but surprisingly the drill of
veteran soldiers is often not all that it
should be either. There are a variety of reasons for this.
• Many guys are unable to attend the regular monthly drills at Fort York Armories
due to distance.
• The East-West demographics of the
Yorkers make it difficult to bring everyone together for regimental drill, so that
everyone gets the same instruction.
• The busy schedule at events often prevents us from setting aside Yorker drill
time during the weekends.
There is a strong consensus that we need to
hang onto the monthly drill nights
at the Fort York Armories. But it is also
recognized that this is only helpful to those
who live close enough to attend. The bottom line is that short duration (i.e. 2 hours)
drills are essential for the regiment. This
is true for both new and old guys alike.
nco’s need to look at ways of bringing guys
together in their own areas for regular drill.
The Fort York Armories model (monthly
winter drill sessions) needs to be extended
to the East and West of Toronto. Whether
it’s done in a school gym or an auditorium
or a local armoury, we need to set it up so
that everyone has the same opportunity to
attend such a drill session.
The Fort York and Kingston field days

•

last Spring were generally well received.
However, there are some reservations
about this approach. Weather is unpredictable in April, so it is difficult to guarantee
that we will have weather that allows us to
be outside. Having Toronto and Kingston
Saturday Field Days still leaves us with a
split in the training of the regiment. We
need an opportunity to bring everyone
together at the same time. Perhaps the
solution is to return to a Yorker Weekend
School, that provides a mix of individual
drill instruction, company exercises, regimental evolutions, tactical scenarios and
classroom sessions.
It seems that more and more event
schedules require us to be on the move
shortly after breakfast each day, with few
occasions for us to drill as a regiment. This
is a lost opportunity for us to drill together.
At events that are organized by the BB,
CL or bvma we have little control over the
schedule, so we need to look for open times
during the day when this can be done, without putting everyone under too much stress.
The training videos that have been
developed are a good resource for guys that
can’t get to other group drill sessions or
for people who have questions about the
way they are performing a particular drill
movement. However, they don’t replace the
group drill sessions that are so important to
make us an effective unit in the field.
So, given all of these points, here is what
we intend to do:

• We will continue our participation in the
Fort York Armories monthly drill nights
( January to April). But in addition, we
will attempt to organize regional drill
nights for those who cannot come to the
Toronto drills.
• Rather than a Toronto and a Kingston
Field Day, we plan to schedule a Yorker
School sometime early in the season
(May preferably). The location will be
at a site somewhere between Kingston
and Toronto that is reasonably central for
everyone.
• 	We all need to give training the high
priority that it deserves. Each company
will be encouraged to assess the skill and
knowledge level of each man in the company. It may mean putting each person
through a drill assessment and keeping
a record of what people know and don’t
know. We need to bring everyone up to a
basic level of proficiency, and the starting
point has to be a determination of what
people need to work on in order to get to
the required level.
• We will do our best to find an opportunity at every event for Yorker regimental
drill. This needs to be a priority.
I hope this plan is acceptable to everyone.
Ultimately, we’ll all have more fun if we
have the skills and proficiency necessary to
operate effectively as a unit.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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Sir John Johnson
W H AT WA S H E R E A L L Y LI K E ?

CHILDHOOD, PERSONAL
APPEARANCE, INTERESTS
& ED U CAT I O N

S

IR WILLIAM JOHNSON and
Catty had three children. Ann, known
as Nancy, was born at Fort Johnson on June
8, 1740. Mary, known as Polly, followed
John on October 14, 1744. The three siblings had a great affection for their maternal
grandmother, Granny Weisenberg, who
lived with them and exerted a considerable
influence on their upbringing.
In January, 1749, the growing household
moved to a new house three miles west
of modern Amsterdam that was named
Mount Johnson, just like their first home.
During the Seven Years’ War, Sir William
fortified this complex of buildings and the
place was re-christened Fort Johnson. The
main house still stands today and is an
excellent museum, worthy of a visit.
Throughout John’s boyhood, he observed
his father’s growing influence and fortune.
A parade of native & white dignitaries,
army officers and merchants passed through
the house. Nothing could have served him
better as a practical education for his future
role in life.
In his earlier years, John grew up to be a
shy and diffident youth. The details of his
formal education are very sketchy. That
he wrote well, with above average spelling
and grammar, is exhibited in his later letters
and reports. In 1757, John was sent to the
Academy (later University of Pennsylvania)
in Philadelphia. He received good reports,
although his attendance was sporadic. His
voyage to Britain, where he visited amongst
his extended family and the gentry, provided him with exposure to the social graces
that his station in life would demand.
Of a more practical turn, soon after the
death of his mother in 1759, Mary (Molly)

Brant moved into Fort Johnson, ostensibly
as Sir William’s housekeeper. She was only
four years older than John’s sister Nancy
and her presence could have given cause
for some strain, especially when she gave
birth a few months later to Sir William’s
child. That the child had been conceived
before Catty Johnson was in her grave could
hardly have been more obvious. However,
Sir William’s amorous liaisons amongst his
Iroquoian friends were well known to his
white youngsters and they likely took the
event in their stride.
There were already two half-blood sons
who, by native custom, were brought up
by their mothers’ families. They were frequent visitors. The first was William. His
Iroquoian name was Tagawirunte, but
he became better known as William of

Canajoharie. The second was Brant Johnson
or Kaghnaghtago. When these youngsters
reached the age of twelve, they moved into
their father’s house. To this ménage were
added a string of children, two boys and
five girls, born of Mary Brant. The oldest
of these two, Peter Warren, with William of
Canajoharie and Brant, were active participants during the Revolutionary War in the
Crown Forces.
Needless to say, Sir John became fluent in
the Mohawk tongue and likely proficient in
some of the other Iroquoian dialects as well.
He received the additional advantage of
observing his stepmother, who was a lady of
great accomplishment. She was the daughter of a Mohawk War Chief and a Clan
Matron. Molly possessed all of the confidence and bearing of that rank. While there
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is little sign of great warmth and affection
between John and Molly, there is ample evidence of his high regard and concern for the
welfare of both her and his father’s children
by her.
Although Sir John held no interest in
assuming his father’s mantle of Indian
Affairs, he had been constantly attending
and assisting at Indian Councils. He was
perfectly at home in the presence of the Six
Nations’ and their allied representatives and
understood their methods of diplomacy,
their needs and motivations. The Iroquoian
leadership manifested a high regard and
affection for John long before he took such
an active military role in the Revolution.
Sir John was noted as an accomplished orator in the Mohawk language.
Undoubtedly, his observations of his father
and his step-mother and his experiences
at a great many councils had developed
this skill. The native peoples kept no written record of their affairs and relied upon
the superb memories of their Elders, who
employed wampum belts as cues, to recite
all significant occurrences on request. It was
no mean achievement to be recognized as
a proficient orator when tested against such
an efficient oral tradition.
Quite a bit is known about Sir John’s various interests. He was a lover of blood horses
and a superb equestrian. He greatly enjoyed
hunting and very likely sport fishing. John
loved music and when in England he purchased sheet music and instruments for
the family. His father owned an extensive
library and there is every reason to believe
that John made use of it. As to the ladies,
there was a long romance with a beautiful
local girl and another with his attractive and
charming wife. There are rumours of many
more. As with his father, one thing that was
never in question was John Johnson’s virility.
Sir William had founded a Masonic
Lodge at Johnstown and many prominent
locals participated in the brotherhood,
amongst them Nicholas Herkimer and
Joseph Brant. Sir John maintained his
interest in the Masons throughout his life
and after the war was the Provincial Grand
Master in Lower Canada.
His great love for, and loyalty to, his
father and his widely extended family mark
a warm heart. He had a fierce pride in his
friends and would take up their cause at
the drop of a hat. On the other hand, John
was used to getting his way. He did not like
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reverses to his plans and one suspects he
possessed a slow smoldering temper lying
under his reserved outer layer.
Contrary to the claims of his many
American detractors who revelled in tales
of his cowardice, there is no evidence that
he lacked either moral or physical courage. Witness his stance on behalf of the
established government in the face of losing everything he owned and cherished.
Witness his rigorous campaigns deep
behind enemy lines when he knew that
a sentence of death awaited him if he was

caught. In modern language, Sir John was
a ‘cool customer’ with the ability to exude a
great deal of sang froid at very appropriate
moments.
Four portraits of Sir John have survived.
These give us some idea of his appearance.
In the first, painted at Albany a few years
before the rebellion, he was a keen eyed
man of thirty in a frock coat with a long,
well-formed nose in a narrow face and high
forehead. His mouth had a determined set.
His hair is natural & straight and he appears
lean and well made. He was said to have
been above average height – perhaps 5’10”.
The second portrait was prepared after the
Revolution, again in civilian clothing. Sir
John was perhaps in his mid-forties. His
face had filled out, but his mouth had the
same set and his eyes were direct and rather
piercing. In the third, he was somewhat
older and his face more narrow. The hair
appears natural and white with his forehead
receding. His eyes seem less compelling
under dark, strong eyebrows and he had a

calm, somewhat resigned look. His body
was lean and athletic. The final likeness, in
his militia uniform, was in his late fifties,
early sixties. His hair was white (a wig?) and
his face was still narrow, to such an extent
that his nose was quite prominent. Unlike
the two earlier portraits, he seemed entirely
at ease and quite approachable, although
the eyes were again direct and searching.
KNIGHTHOOD AND THE
BARONETCY

Sir William Johnson had been granted
a hereditary Knighthood and awarded a
Baronetcy in recognition of his victory over
the French Army at Lake George in 1755.
When Sir John visited England in 1765, ‘to
wear off his rural rusticity’, his first duty was
to visit His Majesty, King George III, who
received him most graciously.
It is claimed that there had been considerable concern over Sir John’s birthright.
To this day, many believe him to have
been born a bastard, as no record of his
parent’s marriage has been discovered.
Consequently, it may have been with substantial relief that John was Knighted by the
King during that momentous reception of
November 22, 1765.
Needless to say, to a young man fresh
from the American frontier, the King’s
gesture had a profound effect on his future
conduct. He was destined to remain true to
his sovereign at the expense of his greatest
joy – his Mohawk Valley home. Sir John
inherited the Baronetcy upon the death of
his father.
Gavin K Watt

S

N· Y
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StatusWomen
OF

in

In the October Courant an article about
Women’s Attire was included from Nancy
Watt’s “Compendium of Useful knowledge,
Advice and Information”. The following is
another extract from this excellent publication, dealing with “The Status of Women”.

T

HE COMMON perception of the
place of women in the eighteenth
century is that all ‘old-fashioned’ women
were extremely oppressed and repressed.
This is because the public is usually only
familiar with the lot of women in the nineteenth century. Therefore, they generally
think that if it was bad in the nineteenth,
it must have been worse in the eighteenth.
This is a false perception.
In actuality, although married women
could not own property and were their
husbands’ chattels, the lot of women in the
eighteenth century was basically a separate-but-equal deal. In a marriage, both
the man and the woman had their own
domains (woman – domestic; man – provider). However, the role of provider was
not considered so important that the man
ruled the roost. Any domestic decision was

t h e

1 8th

Ce n tury

the province of the woman. Although of
course, there were exceptions in both cases
(e.g. She might ask her husband for input,
and there are records of women helping
their husbands with business). This is only
subtly different from the role of women in
the 1950’s.
In the upper classes women often entered
the intellectual/philosophical arenas, sometimes running their own ‘salons’ (meeting
places for philosophical discussions),
although the lower and middle classes still
felt that women did not have much use for
education. The female milieu was fairly
similar to our own time. There were many
women writers, painters, and leaders of
society during this time, but the vast majority of women had very little economic or
political power.
Single women were considered spinsters at about age 23, although this didn’t
mean they would never get married. Late
marriages were not uncommon at all and
neither were frequent marriages (husbands
died like flies in those days). Spinsters were
generally obliged to live with their parents
or their married siblings and work very hard

domestically to earn their keep. The reason
they were called spinsters is of course that
they generally earned their keep working
with the production of textiles (and most
commonly, spinning).
The widowed woman who didn’t remarry
was in the best economic position, although
she generally had to learn how to take care
of herself business-wise from scratch. There
are lots of accounts of women who were
economically completely helpless at the
death of their husband. Some didn’t even
know what their husband did for a living.
They could legally own property and usually
inherited a fair amount of their deceased
husband’s property. Often widows became
very successful businesswomen, and some
would carry on a long-term affair or would
live in sin rather than lose their legal rights
to their property by remarrying. The other
interesting fact is that twentieth century
women did not surpass the percentage of
eighteenth century women in the comparable top echelons of economic society until
the mid-1970’s.
Nancy E. Watt
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Sjt Roger Lamb Makes Camp
Here’s a lovely description written by the
famous Roger Lamb and transcribed by
Don Hagist, a foremost student of the
American Revolution. Don published
Lamb’s book of the Burgoyne campaign.
– Gavin Watt

T

HE BIVOUACK OF AN ARMY.
It is a pleasing sight to see a column
arrive at its halting ground. The Camp
is generally marked out, if circumstances
allow of it, on the edge of some wood, and
near a river or stream. The troops are halted
in open columns and arms piled, pickets

and guards paraded and posted, and in two
minutes all appear at home. Some fetch
large stones to form fire places; others hurry
off with canteens and kettles for water
while the wood resounds with the blows
of the tomahawk. Dispersed under the
more distant trees you see the officers, some
dressing, some arranging a few boughs to
shelter them by night, others kindling their
own fires. How often under some spreading pine tree which afforded shade, shelter
and fuel have I taken up my lodging for the
night. Sitting in the midst of my comrades,
men whom I loved and esteemed partaking

of a coarse but wholesome meal, seasoned
by hunger and cheerfulness. Wrapt up in
a blanket, the head reclining on a stone or
a knapsack covered with the dews of the
night or drenched perhaps by the thunder shower sleeps many a hardy veteran. A
bivouack in heavy weather does not I allow
present a very comfortable appearance. The
officers sit shivering in their wet tents idle
and angry. The men with their forage caps
drawn over their ears huddle together under
the trees or crowed round cheerless smoky
fires – complaining of their commissaries,
the rain and the Americans.
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Books
TO ADD

TO YOUR

Christmas
List


THOSE DAMNED REBELS

Title: Those Damned Rebels: The
American Revolution As Seen Through
British Eyes
Author: Michael Pearson
Publisher: Da Capo Press 2000,
Copyright 1972
According to Amazon Books, “Using
firsthand accounts - journals, letters from
British officers in the field, reports from
colonial governors in the colonies - Michael
Pearson has provided a contemporary
report of the Revolution as the British witnessed it. Seen from this perspective, some
of the major events of the war are given
startling interpretations: For example, the
British considered their defeat at Bunker
Hill nothing more than a minor setback,
especially in light of their capture of New
York and Philadelphia. Only at the very
end of the conflict did they realize that the
Yankees had lost the battles but won the
war. From the Boston Tea Party to that day
in 1785 when the first U.S. ambassador

presented his credentials to a grudging
George III, here is the full account of ‘those
damned rebels’ who somehow managed to
found a new nation.”
I agree that the book, with such a snappy
title, would seem a good read, but it really
does show its age. The firsthand accounts
Pearson gives are very good, but now well
known to most readers of the period.
Unfortunately, Pearson gives overall citations at the start of each chapter, such as
journals, state papers, newspapers, and so
on, but in the chapter he does not cite which
work he is quoting or where within that
work he is quoting. For someone wishing
to read further from the original work, this
makes it difficult to find.
The main problem I found with the
book was its many errors. For example, at
the Siege of Ft. Stanwix in 1777 he says
“St. Leger’s force now totaled 1,700 men,
including the Royal Greens, a corps of tough
and bitter Loyalists under the command of
Colonel John Butler, and 1,000 Indians led
by Thayendanegea, the Mohawk chief.” (p.
248) The “Royal Greens” should be “Royal

Yorkers”, and of course commanded by Sir
John Johnson, not Butler. At Bunker Hill
he claims the British formed with the Light
Infantry in the front rank, the Grenadiers in
the centre rank and the Line Infantry in the
third (p. 96). As we all know, such a mixed
company formation was unknown at the
time. He claims saluting replaced doffing
the hat at this period (p. 61), also untrue.
And he repeats on the same page the old
myth that officer’s sashes could be used as
stretcher slings. On page 69 he claims a
well-trained man could fire three rounds a
minute and “the brighter men could nearly
double that rate”. Six rounds a minute? I’d
like to see that with ramming live rounds!
If you can look past the errors in general military history and just concentrate
on the quotes from the original papers, the
book is worthwhile. The political discussions and planning in London are especially
well explained and analyzed. The reports of
the British ambassador to France are very
detailed and interesting, often giving great
details of conversations and even the looks
on people’s faces. As always with analysis,
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it is a matter of opinion. My favourite of
Pearson’s opinions concerned Burgoyne’s
decision to press on after the loss at
Bennington, with limited food, against
increasing odds, and in danger of being cut
off from Canada (his supply base). Pearson
states “There can be one explanation why
he took the decision he did on August 20.
Appalled at the adverse impact he knew a
retreat would make at St. James’s, he had
become temporarily unbalanced.” (p. 267).
That was the first time I’d read the insanity
defence for General Burgoyne.
The book shows its age, but for an
informed reader that can look past the
errors, it is worth the read.
Major David Moore

GEORGE III AND HIS
SCANDALOUS SIBLINGS

Title: A Royal A ffair: George III
and His Sc andalous Siblings
Author: Stella Tillyard
Publisher: Random House, New York,
2006

I have just completed reading the book, “A
Royal Affair: George III and his Scandalous
Siblings”. Having a real interest in the
period, and especially in George the Third,
I found the depth of research supporting this book to be excellent. Her primary
research, in a wide variety of archives, is
well documented by extensive endnotes.
Tillyard’s thesis that the King treated the
American colonies much as he treated his
siblings is an interesting one. She traces his
childhood and relationship to Lord Bute,
and then goes on to describe in great depth
the troubled relationship King George had
with his siblings. These relationships are
often referred to in standard biographies
or histories of the period, but here we find
far more detail. Tillyard’s thesis is really not
touched upon for the first 290 pages, then
for 10 pages the comparison is drawn.
The events of the American Revolution
are lightly touched on and for the informed
reader this is not a flaw. For a person new
to the era this would be a problem. The
structure of the book is well done but very
episodic. Therefore, for very long chapters
the King’s sister, Queen Caroline Mathilde
of Denmark, is discussed. Then the next
very long chapter deals with his brother the
Duke of Gloucester. This non-chronological style does make it a little difficult for the
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reader to see the interplay of events as the
chapters overlap. Later chapters take up the
stories of the various siblings of the King.
Tillyard’s prose style is excellent, with sentences such as, “Death came slowly for the
king, strolling through the empty spaces in
his mind like a hiker sure of his destination,
unhurried and taking his time” (p. 308).
Or lines like, “But when Lord Grosvenor’s
rackety life ended in 1802, Henrietta,
released from her purgatorial anonymity, became the humble, and happier, Mrs.
George Porter, until she herself died four
years later.”
The book is well illustrated. The genealogical charts at the beginning are very
helpful to keep the various royals in order,
especially when so many names are repeated
or similar. Tillyard does not really discuss in
depth the illness of the King, other works
have tilled this fertile ground before, but she
does mention it. Her treatment of George
the Third is sympathetic and very well
informed.
For the reader interested in the period,
in the early years of the reign of George the
Third, or in royalty of the period, I would
strongly recommend this book.
Major David Moore
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Instructions to

L O YA L I S T T R O O P S
IN THE FIELD
The following excerpts were found in the
Orderly Book of the New York Volunteers
(ultimately designated the 3rd American
Regiment) kept by Captain Frederick
DePeyster. These Standing Orders were
given to a Detachment of Loyalist troops
on their way to join the campaign in the
South. This research was done by Linnea
Bass of the Grenadier Coy, Brigade of
Guards. The original document was
found in the New-York Historical
Society collection of Early American
Orderly Books (#102.1, Reel 10,
Microfilm by Research Publications),
with minor editing by McGeachie.
This January 1, 1780 excerpt is very
informative about the command and
control signals to be employed when the
troops were beyond control by the human
voice. These signals are different and
more complex than currently employed
by our Northern Brigade. - McG
D E TA C H M E N T O R D E R S ,
N E S T O R T R A N S P O R T,
JAN. 1ST 1780

Signals for the Drum Bugle or Whistle
1st. 1 Short sound – Flankers to go out
2nd. 	1 long sound – Flankers & all other
parties to come in
3rd. 2 Short sounds – to March
4th. 	2 (very) long sounds – to form the
Battalion & prepare for Action
NB: whenever this signal is Used the
Utmost silence, Steadiness and
attention to be observed.
5th. 	Three short sounds – to run or advance
without dispersing in rough fighting
Order
6th. 	the same frequently repeated – rangers
to pursue at full speed
7th. 	A Short sound followed by a long – if
marching to Halt, if firing to Cease.
8th. 	the same three repeated – to retreat
NB. when a signal is not Generally
heard it will be repeated one time
after------When the above Signals are not used or
cannot be heard, the Men will cast their eye
on the officer Commanding the Division.

When he waves his hat with an extended
Arm above his head, they will form upon
him in the Direction in which he faces.
If he holds his hat towards the Ground
they will lay down in the Utmost Silence.
If he points to ye front rear right or left
they will immediately face & March in the
same directions.
This excerpt addresses the distances to be
taken up in various orders. Again, slightly
different than our Northern Brigade procedures. - McG
January 21, 1780
Close (or charging) Order the files to be
as near as may be without Touching.
Common (or firing) Order three feet
Interval or at Arms length.
Open (or Skirmishing) Order four
Yards Interval or twice the length of a Man
between the files
An excerpt addressing methods of developing comradeship and esprit de corps within
a detachment. – McG

January 23, 1780
It is recommended to the officers to
Promote Among the Soldiers of the Several
Detachments a free Choice of comrades
who ought never to be Separated when it
can be avoided, but always to compose one
file to Assist & Defend each other in action
& to Share in hardships as well as in Danger
for their mutual Advantage & relief; to
Sleep & Mess together; to take care of each
other in Sickness & of one another’s Arms
& Necessarys During absence.
Three of these files if afterwards so used
into one Mess would at all times easily rally
together & Stand by each other so as to add
much to their own safety & encrease the
strength of the Detachment.
This fellowship will naturally be agreeable to men of good Disposition & much
increase their Confidence in Action.
The man who at any time behaves
Unfaithfully by his comrade must be
Despised & he who abandon his friend in
Danger become Infamous.
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Instructions for

LIGH T INFANTRY
The following excerpts are taken from,
“Rules and Orders for the Discipline of the
Light Infantry companies in His Majesty's
Army in Ireland by Townshend, 15th Day
of May 1772”. It can be seen that Light
Infantry discipline was well known even
as early as 1772. While a few of these
procedures vary from our Royal Yorker
methods, they are nonetheless worthy of
consideration. - McGeachie
The Light Infantry Companies are always
to be drawn up two Deep with a space of
Two Feet between the Files.
Marching in a Wood upon any Service
of a Secret Nature, they are to be taught to
lower their arms in two motions and carry
them in a diagonal Position, with their
hands on the swell of the firelock. (i.e. The
‘Carry’ or ‘Port’ - McG)
When marching through a Wood or any
Strong Country by Files and ordered to

form a Front to the Left, the Right Hand
File is to face to the left and the others to
run up briskly and dress by it.
If to form a Front to the Right the Right
Hand File is to face to the Right, and
the other Files are to form briskly to the
Right of it; and then the Rear Rank of the
Detachment becomes the Front. (NB: No
concern shown whatsoever about the company/detachment being clubbed - McG)
When a few Files are formed the
Commanding Officer is to order an
Irregular Fire to begin, and to Continue
until the signal shall be given for Ceasing.
(Exactly what constituted an ‘irregular
fire’ is unknown, but one suspects firing
sequentially by files - McG)
The Men when in a wood are to be taught
to Cover themselves with Trees by placing
the Right Foot about six inches behind the
left, and presenting to the Right of the tree,
and after firing to step back two paces, and

give Room to the Rear Rank man to come
up to the same Tree and to fire alternately,
according to the directions before mentioned. (Here’s a good one to learn. Note,
both men always present to the right of the
tree so that their bodies are protected by
the trunk. Note also, how the men change
positions. The rules also emphasized the
importance of one man being loaded at all
times – McG)
The Light Infantry must also be taught
to take Advantage of large stones, broken
Inclosures, old Houses, or any strong feature which presents itself upon the face of
a Country. But they must take particular
Care not to run in Crowds to these objects.
The success of any Engagement in a
Wood or Strong Country depends upon
the Coolness and presence of Mind of the
Commanding Officer, and the Silence and
Obedience of the Men fully as much as
upon their Bravery.
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NEW YEARS IN

c

Quebec City
Question to Editor: In past Decemberissues of the Courant you’ve written about
revolutionary era Christmases - Colonel
Johann Rall’s Christmas festivities before
the battle of Trenton, Baroness von
Riedesell’s Christmas dinner at Sorel, and
the Royal Yorker Christmas Eve of 1783
(when it was announced that the regiment
would be disbanded). But what about
New Year’s?
Editor: There are some interesting
accounts of New Year’s in Quebec City,
1776.
Q: Ah yes, New Year’s Eve in Olde Quebec:
A gentle snowfall, a walk through the
cobblestone streets of the town, fireworks, ringing bells, all-night parties,
frolicking in the snow drifts, New Year’s
resolutions…
Yes, January 1, 1776 had all of that and
more. At the end of 1775 the rebel army
under General Richard Montgomery and
Colonel Benedict Arnold had besieged
Governor Guy Carlton inside the walls
of Quebec. However, many of the rebels
believed that their term of enlistment expired
on January 1, 1776 and that they could then
head home. So Montgomery and Arnold
decided to make a “forlorn hope” assault on
the city before their army slipped away. On
New Year’s Eve, the last day of their army’s
enlistment, a blinding snow storm set in,
darkening the skies around the city. The
weather was perfect for concealing rebel
troop movements as they launched a threepronged attack on Quebec.

home. One American officer, Lt. John
Pierce, wrote, “The Last Day of Service
all rejoice – again I Say rejoice… I remain
Poorly and unfit for Duty and Determined
to Get to New England as Soon as may be.”
He went on to say that “our men are making
the greatest preparations for marching to
New england… I must be allowed to repeat
that this is the Last Day of our Service but
I hope not of our lives.” Benedict Arnold
declared that no soldier would participate
in the assault on Quebec who did not wish
to do so. This bit of bravado was intended
to shame his men into action, not expecting that anyone would take him at his word.
According to one Massachusetts musketman, this was welcome news to some of the
troops who “had got the cannon fever to
such a degree that they were excused.”

Q: Was there much celebration associated
with the start of the new year?

Q: Were there any New Year’s Eve parties?

Yes, but for only one reason. The rebel
troops were looking forward to going

There weren’t many parties, but there
was lots going on nonetheless. Seventeen

year old, John Henry, a Pennsylvania private wrote, “The fore-part of the night
was admirably enlightened by a luminous
moon. Many of us, officers as well as privates, had dispersed in various directions
among the farm and tippling houses of the
vicinity. We well knew the signal for rallying. This was no other than a snow-storm.
About twelve o’clock p.m., the heaven was
overcast. We repaired to quarters. By two
o’clock we were accoutred and began to
march. The storm was outrageous, and the
cold wind extremely biting. In this northern
country the snow is blown horizontally into
the faces of travelers on most occasions –
this was our case.”
Inside the town walls British troops were
also having an ‘all-nighter’. A milita captain
wrote, “The whole Garrison almost was
under arms expecting & ardently wishing for the long threaten’d attack. General
Carleton sleeps in his cloaths.” Orders to
the men not on guard read, “The remainder
are requested not to undress themselves but
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to be in readiness to turn out at a moment’s
warning.” The militia were not to go home
to their families, but were “constantly to
assemble” at the guard rooms from which
they could rush to the walls.
Apparently one of the British sentries did
some stumbling around while on duty, but
not from excessive revelry. The weather was
so cold that his eyelids froze together, so
that he couldn’t see. He had to be removed
to the guard room to thaw out so he could
see again.

the yorker courant
snow. Private Henry explained: “The snow
was deeper than in the fields, because of
the nature of the ground. The path made
by Arnold, Lamb and Morgan was almost
imperceptible because of the falling snow;
covering the locks of our guns with the lappets of our coats, holding down our heads
(for it was impossible to bear up our faces
against the imperious storm of wind and
snow), we ran along the foot of the hill in
single file.” As they moved along the shoreline he navigated around ropes and cables
that secured vessels to the houses. Private

Q: How about fireworks and illuminations? Was that part of the New Year’s
celebration?
Absolutely. At 5:00 a.m. on January
1 Captain Malcolm Fraser of the Royal
Highland Emigrants made his rounds on
the walls of Quebec to check the guard
posts. When he came to the sentries
between the Saint Louis Gate and Cape
Diamond, they pointed out an unusual
flickering of lights out on the Plains of
Abraham. The lights themselves seemed
fixed, the flickering irregular, as if numerous people were passing between the lights
and the walls, each blocking the flames for a
moment as they passed.
Moments later three green rockets
exploded in the snow filled darkness.
Colonel Donald Campbell, an officer in
General Montgomery’s column, reported
seeing the green sky rockets hanging above
the Plains of Abraham. It was the signal to
Montgomery and Arnold that the diversionary attack against Cape Diamond was
underway, and that their respective assaults
should begin.
Once the attacks commenced, British
cannon on top of Cape Diamond fired illumination shells (fire-balls) that landed on
the ice in the river to reveal the attacking
rebels.
In addition to the fireworks, all the bells
in the city began to toll, as if to bring in
the New Year. Lt John Pierce described
the scene. “The bells were all set on ringing, Cannon playing, bombs flying, small
armes constantly going, Drums beating,
men groaning with their wounds, Women
Children screaming and crying. A terrible
Scene to behold.”
Q: And walks in the snow, what about that?
Yes, there were walks and frolics in the

Henry wrote, “One of these ropes took
me under the chin and cast me headlong
down a declivity of at least fifteen feet. The
place appeared to be either a dry dock or a
sawpit. My descent was terrible; gun and
all was involved in a great depth of snow.
Most unluckily, however, one of my knees
received a violent contusion on a piece of
scraggy ice, which was covered by the snow.”
Q: Was there any gift giving?
Well, not exactly, but the rebels did some
gift-taking. Private Henry wrote: “At this
time it was discovered that our guns were
useless, because of the dampness. The snow,
which lodged in our fleecy coats, was melted
by the warmth of our bodies. Many of the
party, knowing the circumstances, threw
aside their own and seized the British arms.
These were not only elegant, but were such
as befitted the hand of a real soldier. It was
said that ten thousand stand of such arms
had been received from England in the
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previous summer for arming the Canadian
militia. Those people were loath to bear
them in opposition to our rights.”
Q: What about New Year’s resolutions?
There certainly was some reassessment
of goals that day. Private Henry stated:
“All hope of success having vanished, a
retreat was contemplated, but hesitation,
uncertainty and a lassitude of mind, which
generally takes place in the affairs of men
when we fail in a project upon which we
have attached much expectation, now followed. That moment was foolishly lost
when such a movement might have been
made with tolerable success… Many of the
men, aware, of the consequences, and all our
Indians and Canadians escaped across the
ice which covered the bay of St. Charles,
before the arrival of Captain Laws. This was
a dangerous and desperate adventure, but
worthwhile the undertaking, in avoidance
of our subsequent sufferings. Its desperateness consisted in running two miles across
shoal ice, thrown up by the high tides of
this latitude – and its danger in the meeting
with air holes, deceptively covered by the
bed of snow… About nine o’clock, a.m., it
was apparent to all of us that we must surrender. It was done.
At the end of New Year’s Day Richard
Montgomery was dead and an injured
Benedict Arnold took sole command of the
American forces at Quebec. In a letter to
his wife, Hannah Arnold, he made a New
Year’s resolution. “Though the enemy are
now double our number, they have made
no attempt to come out. We are as well
prepared to receive them as we can possibly be in our present situation, divided at
a distance of two miles. I expect General
Wooster from Montreal in a few days with
a reinforcement. I hope we shall be properly
supported with troops by the Congress. I
have no thoughts of leaving this proud town
until I first enter it in triumph.”
Like many other well intentioned New
Year’s resolutions, making it and keeping it are two different matters. On May
6, 1776 Arnold lifted the siege of Quebec
and started his retreat, back to the rebellious
colonies. So much for his triumphant entry
into the proud town.
And that was New Year’s in Quebec City,
1776.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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— LINKS —
T H E CO M F O RT S O F H O M E – CA M P E Q U I PAG E

CHANGING THE GUARD

OF THE OFFICER

I saw this recently on the Revlist. It’s a guide from the 33rd Foot on
how to conduct guard duties. This might be of use for the Yorkers.
It’s quite detailed. I suspect it is drawn from a variety of sources. Our
guard details at Black Creek last year would have benefited from the
diagrams.
http://www.33rdfoot.org/usefuldocs.html

This is a fabulous primary source investigation of the life of an officer
in camp. Greg Theberge is well known for the quality of his investigations and he’s outdone himself with this one.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/106902135/Comforts-of-Home-Officers
Here you go guys. Just what you want to be lugging around everywhere.
http://www.33rdfoot.org/grose-8.html

Cpl Nick Wesson
Grenadier Coy

That marquee reminds me so much of my old one. An absolute pig
to put up, but beautiful when it was in place.
GK Watt

Merry Christmas
to All &

Happy New Year
I would like to wish all the members of the King’s Royal Yorkers and their
families a merry Christmas and a very happy and prosperous New Year.
Let us all take some time to think of those less fortunate than
ourselves at this time of year, and those we know who need our
support and encouragement.
Reg
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